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Picture Books For - Calvin 
by JR and Vanessa Ford 
A transgender boy prepares for the first day of school and 
introduces himself to his family and friends for the first time. 
 
 
Picture Books Loc - What Are Your Words? A Book 
About Pronouns  by Katherine Locke 
Ari knows a lot of words for neighbors, including the pronouns 
each prefers. With help from Uncle Lior, who always asks 
"What are your words," Ari figures out which pronouns fit! 
 
Picture Books Luk - When Aidan Became a Brother 
by Kyle Lukoff  
Aidan, a transgender boy, experiences complicated emotions 
as he and his parents prepare for the arrival of a new baby. 
 
Picture Books Nea - My Rainbow  
by Trinity and DeShanna Neal  
A dedicated mom puts love into action as she creates the 
perfect rainbow-colored wig for her transgender daughter, 
based on the real-life experience of mother-daughter advocate 
duo Trinity and DeShanna Neal.  
 
Picture Books New - Heather Has Two Mommies  
by Leslea Newman  
When Heather goes to playgroup she learns that there are lots 
of different kinds of families, and the most important thing is 
that all the people love each other. 
 
Picture Books Sch - Stella Brings the Family 
by Miriam Baker Schiffer  
Stella brings her two fathers to school to celebrate Mother's 
Day. 
 
 
Picture Books Sil - Jack (Not Jackie) 
by Erica Silverman  
Susan loves her baby sister, Jackie, but as Jackie grows older 
and behaves more and more like a boy Susan must adjust to 
having a brother, Jack, instead. 
 
Talking Books Phi - My Footprints by Bao Phi  
Upset after being bullied, Thuy, a Vietnamese American, 
pretends she is different creatures, including an especially 
strong, wonderful being made up of her two mothers and 
herself. 
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J Gin - Rick by Alex Gino 
When eleven year old Rick Ramsey discovers the Rainbow 
Spectrum club at school, where kids of many identities can 
express themselves, he finds new friends and discovers his 
own identity, which may just be to opt out of sex altogether... 
 
J Gre - The Deepest Breath  
by Meg Grehan  
Struggling with her feelings for a female classmate, an eleven-
year-old Irish girl tries to confide in her mother, the person 
she trusts most in the world.  
 
J Sas - Ana on the Edge 
by A. J. Sass  
Twelve-year-old figure skater Ana strives to win her 
competitions while learning about gender identity, Ana's own 
and that of a new friend, and how to navigate forward. 
 
J Ste - The List of Things That Will Not Change 
by Rebecca Stead 
Despite her parents' divorce, her father's coming out as gay, 
and his plans to marry his boyfriend, ten-year-old Bea is 
reassured by her parents' unconditional love. 
 
T Bil - A High Five for Glenn Burke  
by Phil Bildner  
After researching Glenn Burke, the first major league baseball 
player to come out as gay, sixth-grader Silas Wade slowly 
comes out to his best friend Zoey, then his coach, with 
unexpected consequences.  
 
T Luk - Too Bright to See  
by Kyle Lukoff  
For Moira the summer before entering Middle School means 
figuring out the right clothes to wear, but Bug has something 
more important to worry about… being transgender…. 
 
T Thi - This is Our Rainbow: 16 Stories of Her, 
Him, Them, and Us 
edited by Katherine Locke and Nicole Melleby 
This LGBTQA+ anthology for middle-grade readers presents 
stories of queer fantasy, historical and contemporary stories 
for every letter of the acronym. 
 
T Graphic Fiction Wal - Spinning  
by Tillie Walden  
Captures what it's like to come of age, come out, and come to 
terms with leaving behind everything you used to know.  
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J 305.5 Tho - It Feels Good to be Yourself: A 
Book About Gender Identity 
by Theresa Thorn 
This sweet, straightforward exploration of gender identity 
will give a fuller understanding of themselves and others.  
 
 
 
J 306.76 Cal - Pride: An Inspirational History of 
the LGBTQ+ Movement 
by Stella Caldwell 
In this dynamic book, readers will learn about 
groundbreaking events, including historic pushes for equality 
and the legalization of same-sex marriages across the world. 
 
 
J 306.76 Cle - People of Pride: 25 Great LGBTQ 
Americans 
by Chase Clemesha, MD 
Featuring people from a variety of occupations and 
backgrounds, this collection of 25 short biographies 
demonstrates the diversity, accomplishments, 
and pride within the American LGBTQ community. 
 
T 306.76 Poe - The Stonewall Riots: the Fight 
for LGBT Rights 
by Tristan Poehlmann 
Discusses how in 1969, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender people stood up for their rights against a society 
that criminalized their natural feelings, launching a 
movement whose legacy continues to this day. 
 
J-B King - I am Billie Jean King 
by Brad Meltzer  
Presents an illustrated biography of the tennis star, from her 
childhood and early competitive career to her role as activist 
for equality in sports. 
 
 
 
J-B Milk - Who Was Harvey Milk? 
by Corinne Grinapol 
Harvey Milk was the first openly gay elected politician in 
California. While in office, he advocated for equal rights for 
the gay community.  
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